A Family Brand
In a media-cluttered world, a unified brand image is more important than ever to stand out and build
momentum. That goes for companies with easily-recognized brands, like FedEx, Nike or Coke, as well as for
non-profit organizations that don’t have multi-million dollar advertising budgets.
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New Looks, new names
In addition to the new identities, two SCHS
hospitals underwent name changes as part
of the new ownership arrangement between
the Sisters of Charity Health System and
University Hospitals. St. Vincent Charity
Hospital in Cleveland became St. Vincent
Charity Medical Center and St. John West
Shore Hospital in Westlake, Ohio became
St. John Medical Center.
“The ‘medical center’ name better represents
the depth and breadth of the services that
our hospitals provide to their respective
communities and beyond,” says Sister Judith
Ann Karam, CSA, president and CEO of
the Sisters of Charity Health System and St.
Vincent Charity Medical Center.
Additionally, St. John Medical Center has
introduced a new logo to reflect the joint
venture between the Sisters of Charity Health
System and University Hospitals, and also our
Catholic identity.
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a family of ministries
Below is a list of the solely owned ministries that
are uniting under one common logo/brand treatment.

health care

The Augustine Group
Cuyahoga Physician Network
Mercy Medical Center
Mercy Professional Care Corporation
Providence Hospital Northeast
Providence Hospital
St. Vincent Charity Medical Center
elder care

Regina Health Center
Outreach

Early Childhood Resource Center
Healthy Learners
Joseph’s Home

GRANTMAKING ORGANIZATIONS

Sisters of Charity Foundation of Canton
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Sisters of Charity Foundation of South Carolina
The South Carolina Center for Fathers and Families

